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Chapterr 5 

Heterogeneityy in panel data models 

5.11 Introductio n 

InIn analysing economic relationships with standard panel data specifications it is implic-

itlyy assumed that the regression slopes are identical both across individuals and over 

time.. This strong assumption may be violated often in practice. To account for some 

heterogeneity,, panel data models allow for individual and/or time specific effects, which 

cann be fixed or random. Despite the widespread use of panel data models in practice 

testingg of the so-called poolability hypothesis of constant slope vectors across individuals 

and/orr over time is often ignored in the empirical analysis. However, when estimating 

aa regression relationship by panel data techniques poor inference may be drawn if the 

truee slope coefficients do vary across individuals, especially when dynamics are present 

(Robertsonn and Symons, 1992; Pesaran and Smith, 1995). It is therefore important to 

testt for heterogeneity in the slope vector before pursuing an empirical analysis based on 

panell  data techniques. 

InIn this chapter the focus is on testing the poolability hypothesis across individuals, 

assumingg constant coefficients over time. Denoting the number of individuals by N, this 

hypothesiss can be tested in the context of a set of N linear regression equations, each 

basedd on T time series observations. There are several approaches to test for this type of 

heterogeneity.. First, assuming deterministic (non-random) coefficients testing poolability 

amountss to testing a set of linear cross-equation restrictions in a system of regression 

equationss using familiar F test procedures. Second, several authors (Toro-Vizcarrondo 

andd Wallace, 1968; Wallace, 1972; McElroy, 1977) have proposed a mean squared error 

(MSE)) criterion for rejecting poolability or not. Rejection occurs when the difference in 

MSEE of a particular linear combination of the unrestricted and restricted estimators is 

largee and positive. Third, Pesaran et al. (1996) analyse several Hausman (1978) type tests 
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basedd on the difference between two estimators. One estimator is consistent and efficient 

underr the null hypothesis, but inconsistent under the alternative. The other estimator is 

consistentt under both null and alternative hypotheses. 

Inn this chapter we will consider the first option only, i.e. testing a set of linear cross-

equationn restrictions in a system of regression equations using an F test. Note that the 

numberr of restrictions to be tested here is of order N. We will analyse two well-known test 

statisticss often used in applied research, i.e. the standard and a generalised F test statistic. 

Thee former is similar to the ordinary F statistic for testing a set of linear restrictions in 

singlee equation models, while the latter has been proposed by Zellner (1962) in the context 

off  the Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) model. 

Thee standard F statistic is applicable here, but its exact null distribution is known 

onlyy under rather stringent assumptions regarding the exogeneity of the regressors and 

covariancee structure of the disturbances. In this chapter the robustness of the standard 

FF test will be analysed in case of departures from the assumptions of the normal linear 

regressionn model with a scalar disturbance covariance matrix. Two relevant cases often 

encounteredd in applications are dynamic regression models and models with a more general 

disturbancee covariance structure. In dynamic regression models, which include lagged 

dependentt variable regressors, the standard F statistic can still be applied, but one has 

too rely on asymptotic distribution theory for T —> oo. In a simulation study we will 

analysee to what extent such approximations are accurate in finite samples. In case of 

non-sphericall  disturbances, use of the standard F statistic is not appropriate. Using 

techniquess developed in Kiviet (1980, 1991) lower and upper bounds for the critical values 

off  this F test will be calculated. 

Forr the case N = 2, the standard F test analysed here is a special case of the familiar 

Choww (1960) F test for a structural break in the parameter vector of a single equation 

model.. Toyoda (1974) and Schmidt and Sickles (1977) have analysed this Chow F test 

underr heteroscedasticity, i.e. different variances under different regimes. Their results 

indicatee that under heteroscedasticity the actual size of the F test is in many cases larger 

thann the nominal size. To the best of our knowledge, no results seem to be available on the 

finitee sample accuracy of the standard F test in case of cross-sectional heteroscedasticity 

forr AT > 2. 

Inn case of non-spherical disturbances, the resulting model is a generalised regression 

modell  and a special case of the Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) model (Zellner, 

1962).. Hence, an alternative generalised version of the F statistic can be constructed 

(Roy,, 1957; Zellner, 1962), which is dependent on the unknown disturbance covariance 

matrix.. We show that in case of both dynamics and non-spherical disturbances the 
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Tablee 5.1: Empirical poolability F tests using approximate \2 or T critical values 

Author Author Model Model Data Data HH0 0 

Angelonii  et al. (1994) 

Baltagii  and Griffin (1997) 

Carruthh et al. (1999) 

Maddalaa et al. (1997) 

demandd for money quarterly data (1982-1990) A 

55 EU countries 

demandd for gasoline annual data (1960-1990) B 

188 OECD countries 

consumptionn function annual data (1955-1992) A, B, C 

155 EU countries 

energyy demand annual data (1970-1990) C 

499 U.S. states 

Robertsonn and Symons (1992) wage equation annual data (1958-1986) B 

133 OECD countries 

Thee particular F test used, i.e. standard or generalised, is not always reported explicitly by the authors. 

Laggedd dependent variable regressors are included in all models. In the final column it is indicated whether 

thee null hypothesis concerns one particular common slope parameter (A), common slope vector and 

varyingg intercepts (B) or common slope vector and common intercepts (C) 

performancee of the generalised F test deteriorates rapidly as N grows large. As an 

alternative,, bootstrap procedures will be explored. The finite sample null distribution 

off  the various test statistics will be simulated and bootstrap hypothesis testing will be 

performedd (van Giersbergen and Kiviet, 1993, 1994). Prom a simulation study we will 

obtainn insight into the finite sample properties of the generalised F test and its bootstrap 

counterpart. . 

InIn the literature on testing symmetry and homogeneity of prices in demand equation 

systemss there is considerable simulation evidence on the performance of the generalised 

FF test in regression models with strictly exogenous regressors (Laitinen, 1978; Meisner, 

1979;; Bera et al., 1981). As already shown by Laitinen (1978) the \2 approximation does 

nott lead to reliable inference in small T samples, even when the number of individuals AT is 

small.. Until now, simulation evidence on the performance of the various tests in dynamic 

modelss has been scarce. For N = 2 and N = 3 Rocke (1989) provides some evidence 

onn the actual size of the likelihood ratio test, which has the same limiting behaviour as 

thee generalised F test (Zellner, 1962). In this chapter we will extend the results of Rocke 

(1989)) by performing Monte Carlo experiments for models with N >3. 

Thee standard and generalised F tests described above are often used in applied research 

althoughh the anomalies of both tests in finite samples seem substantial. Table 5.1 gives 
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somee examples of recent empirical studies which report outcomes of either the standard or 

generalisedd F test using critical values from the T or x2 distributions. Different poolability 

hypothesess are considered, i.e. concerning one particular slope parameter, the complete 

slopee vector or the complete parameter vector including the constant term. Based on 

classicall  asymptotic tests all these studies suggest rejection of the null hypothesis always. 

Wee will question these test results as the asymptotic test procedures will be shown to be 

inaccuratee in finite samples with a strong tendency to overreject. 

Thee structure of the chapter is as follows. In Section 5.2 the model and poolability 

hypothesiss will be presented. In Section 5.3 we examine the robustness of the standard 

FF statistic in models with non-spherical disturbances by bounds analysis. In Section 5.4 

thee generalised F statistic, its bootstrap counterpart and their asymptotic properties will 

bee discussed. In Section 5.5 the actual size of various test procedures will be analysed by 

Montee Carlo experiments. First, the finite sample performance of the standard F test in 

dynamicc regression models will be analysed. Second, we will focus on the performance 

off  the generalised F test statistic and its bootstrap counterpart. In Section 5.6 we will 

revisitt the empirical study on money demand in the European Union. The various test 

proceduress will be employed to the money demand data focusing on aggregation bias. 

Sectionn 5.7 concludes. 

5.22 Model and poolability hypothesis 

Forr N cross-sectional units we consider the regression models 

VuVu = olxzit +eit, i = l,...,N;t = l,...,T. (5.1) 

Inn each model the dependent variable ytt is regressed on a K x 1 vector of explanatory vari-

ables11 zit including the constant term with unknown parameter vector at. It is assumed 

thatt ai is constant through time, but possibly different across individuals. Regarding the 

regressorss zlt we assume 

E[eE[eititzzjaja]=0,]=0,  Vt,s,i?j, 1 

E[eE[eitZisitZis]=0,]=0,  V i , t > 5 , \ (5.2) 

F{EUZF{EUZISIS\\ — unknown, Vi,t < s. J 

Hence,, within each cross-sectional unit we allow for predetermined regressors in the sense 

thatt we do not exclude the possibility that E[£itzls]   ̂ 0 for t < s. Furthermore, re-

gardingg the disturbances elt we will make the same assumptions as in (4.3), i.e. although 
11 Contrary to earlier notation we now have K regressors including, if any, lagged dependent variable 

regressorss and the constant term. 
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uncorrelatedd through time we allow for cross-sectional heteroscedasticity and non-zero 

contemporaneouss cross-correlations (see Section 4.2). Whenever normality of the distur-

bancess is assumed in the discussion, this will be mentioned separately. 

Stackingg model (5.1) across time periods gives 

yyii = Ziai+Ei, i = l,...,N, (5.3) ) 

wheree y*  and e{ are T x 1 vectors and Z{ a.T x K matrix. Regarding the regressor matrix 

ZZll we assume that 

plim-Z-Z,, =Gijt 
T—DO-* * 

(5.4) ) 

wheree dj is finite and non-singular Vi, j . In the simulations, however, we will analyse also 

thee case of non-stationary regressors. Stacking model (5.3) once more across individuals 

onee gets 

yy = ZOL + e, (5.5) ) 

withh y = (y[,...,y'N)', a = (<*;, ...,04)', e = {e,
1,...,e

,
N)' and Z the NT x NK block 

diagonall  matrix with as typical diagonal block the data matrix Z*. The assumptions in 

(4.3)) about the disturbance vector e can be written more compactly as 

E{e)E{e) = 0, 
E{£E')E{£E') = n, 

(5.6) ) 

withh fi = £ ® IT and where the typical element of the N x N matrix E is o ij. Model 

(5.5)) together with the assumptions in (5.6) forms a generalised regression model and is 

aa special case of the SUR model (Zellner, 1962), since the a^'s have the same dimension 

here. . 

Inn the framework of (5.5) linear hypotheses about a can be expressed as Ra = r with 

RR a J x NK matrix and r a J xl vector. Note that poolability hypotheses coincide with 

aa set of linear cross-equation restrictions. For example, we may take the J = (N — \)K 

restrictionss with 

IK IK 

0 0 

-IK -IK 

IK IK 

00

-IK-IK

 0 

 0 

0 0 

0 0 

00 0 0  IK -IK 

andd r = 0 corresponding with the full poolability hypothesis HQ : a\ — a2 = ... = aN. 
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5.33 The robustness of the standard F test 

Thee standard F statistic for testing HQ : Ra = r is 

F=F=NE^n^NE^n^  (,7) 
JJ q2 

with h 

qiqi = {RaoLS-r)'[R{Z'Z)-xR')-l{Ra0LS-r), (5.8) 

qq22 = {y - Za0Ls)'(y - ZaoLs), (5.9) 

andd aoLS = (Z'Z)~lZ'y the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator of a. Based on the 

FF statistic in (5.7) the following standard F test procedure is typically applied 

rejectreject H0 : Ra — r if F > ^)~^iT_Ky (5.10) 

wheree Tl~a is the (1 — o)-quantile of the corresponding T distribution. Often a Wald-type 

versionn of the test of (5.10) is used instead, i.e. 

rejectreject H0 : Ra = r if W > X2j~\ (5-H) 

wheree W = J F and Xj ° i s the (1 — a)-quantile of the corresponding \ 2 distribution. 

Inn finite samples the actual size of the tests in (5.10) and (5.11) wil l deviate from the 

nominall  size in many situations. We wil l analyse the finite sample behaviour of these 

testss under the assumptions made in (5.2) and (5.6). Regarding these assumptions about 

thee regressors and disturbance covariance structure, the following special cases wil l be 

considered d 

casecase 1 

casecase 2 

casecase 3 

casecase 4 

(a)(a) E[eitzia]  = 0Vi,t,s-t (b)E = a2IN, 

(a)) E [£itzia]  f 0 Vi, t < s; (6) E = o2lN, 

(a)) E [£it-z»«] — 0 Vi,i , s; (6) E is non-scalar, 

(a)) E [Eit-Jis] ^ 0 Vi, t < s; (b) E is non-scalar. 

CaseCase 1: In this case we have strictly exogenous regressors and spherical disturbances. 

Assumingg normality of the disturbance vector, the standard F statistic of (5.7) obeys 

underr Ho 

FF ~ FJ,N{T-K)- (5.12) 

Hence,, this is a situation where the test of (5.10) is an exact test. However, the assump-

tionss made in this case are rather stringent and may be violated in many applications. 

Notee that even under this set of assumptions test (5.11) is not exact. 
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CaseCase 2: In this case we allow for predetermined regressors and stick at spherical 

disturbances.. It can be shown that under H0 

F^-jXlF^-jXl (5-13) 

Hence,, both tests (5.10) and (5.11) are asymptotic tests now. In the simulation study of 

Sectionn 5.5 we will analyse the accuracy of these tests in models with a lagged dependent 

variablee regressor. 

CaseCase 3: Ignoring the more general covariance structure of the disturbances and still 

usingg a standard F test like (5.10) is not appropriate here. However, as the standard F 

testt is still often used in practice it is interesting to examine what the performance of 

thiss test is under more general covariance structures. In Kiviet (1980, 1991) upper and 

lowerr bounds for the F statistic in (5.7) have been developed for the generalised regression 

model.. While the typical application there was the robustness of the F test in case of 

singlee equation regression models with ARMA disturbances, the same theorems can be 

appliedd to any generalised linear normal regression model. More in particular, we can 

partitionn model (5.5) as 

yy — Za + E 

== Z(i)Oj(i) + Z(2)ö(2) + e, 

wheree the restrictions embodied in R do not involve Z<i), i.e. Ra = (0:R(2))o: = R(2)a{2)-

Notee that Z(i) is NT x (NK - J) and Z(2) is NT x J. Assuming normality of e and 

applyingg Theorem 2 in Kiviet (1991) to the model of (5.5) and (5.6), we have under H0 

FFLL<F<F<F<F UU,, (5.14) 

where e 

FF = J £ ^ - * > A ^ '  ( 5 1 5) 

.. _ N(T-K) ZUXrf ,5l6) 
FF ~ "~T-JW-K.;^ / (5-16) 

withh Ai,..., XN{T-K}+J the possibly non-zero eigenvalues of M^Q with Mz =  INT — 

Z(i)(Z('1)Z(i))~1Z[1)) and 7 ,̂  independent standard normally distributed ran-

domm variables. Hence, the true significance level of (5.10) in this case is bounded by 

Pr[FPr[F LL > F)-£T_K)]  < Pr[F > T) {̂T_K)]  < Pr[Fu > {̂T,K)\. (5.17) 
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Tablee 5.2: Lower and upper bounds for the actual size of the nominal 5% standard F test 

forr TV - 2 

KK <T22 p}2 

20 0 

50 0 

0 0 

0.8 8 

0 0 

0.8 8 

0 0 

0.8 8 

0 0 

0.8 8 

0 0 

0.8 8 

0 0 

0.8 8 

0 0 

0.8 8 

0 0 

0.8 8 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

11 1 

21 1 

17 7 

22 2 

16 6 

41 1 

33 3 

45 5 
11 1 

20 0 

17 7 

21 1 

15 5 

33 3 

27 7 

36 6 

Wee will calculate these bounds to establish the lower and upper margins of actual 

significancee levels in case of cross-sectional heteroscedasticity and/or non-zero cross-

correlations.. The bounds in (5.15) and (5.16) depend on N, T, K, the covariance matrix 

EE and the matrix of regressors Z(1), but are invariant with respect to Q(i). Note that 

thee actual significance level varies with Z(2) between these attainable bounds in the same 

wayy as Durbin-Watson bounds cover any effect on the critical value stemming from the 

regressors. . 

Wee will consider the behaviour of the standard F statistic under a particular null 

hypothesis,, i.e. equal slope vectors but individual specific constants. The model under 

HoHo is then the well-known fixed effects panel data model. Regarding this null hypothesis 

wee have Z  ̂ = IN (g> t r , i.e. only the individual specific constants are in Z^. Hence, for 

thiss particular null hypothesis Z  ̂ is fixed and known, so we can limit our analysis to 

differentt values of N, T, K and S. 

First,, we will analyse the case N — 2 where the covariance matrix is 

(J(J 12 O 22 
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Tablee 5.3: Lower and upper bounds for the actual size of the nominal 5% standard F test 

forr N > 2 

KK T N FL Fu 

5 5 
10 0 

15 5 

20 0 

5 5 

10 0 

15 5 

20 0 

5 5 

10 0 

15 5 

20 0 

5 5 

10 0 

15 5 

20 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

32 2 
62 2 

79 9 

89 9 
32 2 

61 1 

79 9 

89 9 
64 4 

92 2 

99 9 

100 0 
57 7 

92 2 

99 9 

100 0 

UuUu = i, and (T  ̂ = 0 Vï,j = l,...,N 

Withoutt loss of generality we choose an = 1, so the covariance <j\2 = P\2\/a22 with p12 

thee correlation between the disturbance vectors E\ and £2- In Table 5.2 lower and upper 

boundss for the actual significance level of the standard F test in (5.10) are given for 

variouss T, K, 022, and p12 values and a nominal significance level of 5%. The calculated 

lowerr bounds are in general between 0 and 1%. The upper bounds show that increasing 

K,K, 022 or ü\2 will lead to higher upper bounds. On the other hand, increasing T from 20 

too 50 does not have any substantial effects on the calculated bounds. 

Thee calculated intervals in Table 5.2 are rather wide indicating the non-robustness of 

thee standard F test to non-spherical disturbances. Table 5.3 shows calculations for N 

largerr than 2. Here it is assumed that <Ja = i and a  ̂ = 0, Vi,j ' = 1,..., N, i.e. there 

iss cross-sectional heteroscedasticity only and all cross-correlations are zero. The figures 

inn Table 5.3 indicate large upper bounds, which approach 100% when either K or N is 

gettingg large. Note that these bounds are attainable, hence for particular Z{2) matrices 

theyy will establish the actual size distortion. Although the results are specific to the 

particularr parametrisations analysed, it is clear from the bounds analysis that in case of 

non-sphericall  disturbances the standard F test (and the Wald-type test of (5.11) too) can 
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havee an actual size deviating widely from the nominal level. 

CaseCase 4: This is the most relevant case for applied work. Strictly spoken the bounds 

analysiss above is not applicable here as we now allow for predetermined instead of strictly 

exogenouss regressors. However, one should expect similar size distortions as in case 3 

becausee of the inappropriate modelling of the disturbance covariance structure. Hence, 

caree should be taken in interpreting test outcomes from the standard F test. Probably 

onee should use a generalised version of the F statistic (5.7) to which we turn in the next 

Section. . 

5.44 The generalised F test and its bootstrap counter-

part t 

5.4.11 Classical generalised F test 

AA test statistic which handles the covariance structure in (5.6) appropriately, has been 

developedd by Roy (1957) and discussed also by Zellner (1962). It is based on the feasible 

generalisedd least squares (FGLS) estimator of a, which can be expressed as 

aaFFGLSGLS = [z'£l-lz] _1 Z'Q-'y, (5.18) 

wheree (l — Ê ® IT is an estimator for the unknown f2. A consistent estimator for the 

typicall  element a  ̂of £ is 

^^ = ¥^K' (5"19) 

withh èi = yi — Zxa.% and at — {Z[Zi)~ lZ[yx the OLS residuals and estimator of the regression 

off  yi on Zz respectively. 

Thee generalised F statistic (Roy, 1957; Zellner, 1962) can be written as 

N(TN(T - K) q{ 
jj  4 

F*F*  = t (5.20) 

with h 

q{q{ =  (RCCFGLS - r)'[R{Z'Ü- lZ)-xR']-\RotFGLS ~ r), (5.21) 

and d 

qq99
22 = (y - ZaFGLs)'frl{y - ZaFGLS). (5.22) 
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Itt can be shown that in model (5.5) together with the assumptions in (5.4) and (5.6) the 

followingg holds under HQ 

F*F*  + JX
2J, (5-23) 

i.e.. J times the generalised F statistic has a limiting x2 distribution. Hence, employing 

(5.23)) one can perform the asymptotic tests 

rejectreject H0 : Ra = r if F9 > ^i~ {̂T_K), (5.24) 

or r 

rejectreject H0 : Ra = r if W9 > Xj~"\ (5-25) 

withh W9 = JF9. 

5.4.22 Bootstrap generalised F test 

Insteadd of using x2 o r ? approximations like in (5.24) or (5.25) it is possible to mimic 

thee finite sample distribution of F9 under Ho using bootstrap procedures. We propose 

thee following resampling scheme: 

1.. Obtain the unrestricted estimators (ó,ÈJ , the residuals E — (è\, . . . ,£T) with êt — 

(êu,(êu, ...,ÊNt)', t = 1, ...,T, and the restricted coefficient estimator a; 

2.. Take a random sample E  ̂ =(e[  , ..-,ET ) from the empirical distribution of the 

residuals,, which puts mass 1/T to each of êi, ...,£r> and construct e  ̂ = vec(E^'); 

3.. Calculate y  ̂ = Z®a + £(b); 

4.. Estimate the model and calculate the test statistic F9  ̂ from the resampled data 

(</ (6U ( f r ) ). . 

Notee that due to the possible presence of lagged values of y in the regressor matrix a 

recursivee resampling scheme is used. Repeating steps 2 to 4 of the resampling scheme B 

times,, together with the calculated test statistic on the original data (B + 1) realisations 

off  the test statistic are now available. Following the lines of van Giersbergen and Kiviet 

(1993,, 1994) a size-corrected test is constructed with these (B + 1) realisations. The 

bootstrapp generalised F test becomes 

rejectreject H0 : Ra = r if F9 > J*b)l~\ (5.26) 

wheree T  ̂ ° is the (1 — a)-quantile of the bootstrap distribution of F9^b\ Note that the 

bootstrapp counterpart of the Wald-type test of (5.25) does not differ from the test (5.26). 
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5.4.33 Relative size distortions of asymptotic and bootstrap tests 

Inn Section 5.5 we wil l analyse by simulation the actual size of the tests (5.24), (5.25) and 

(5.26)) for some models often encountered in applied work, i.e. with non-spherical distur-

bancess and lagged dependent variable regressors. As wil l be shown by the simulations, 

thee classical asymptotic tests (5.24) and (5.25) do not lead to reliable inference in small T 

sampless even for a relatively small number of individuals N. The finite sample distribution 

off  the generalised F statistic F9 is in general unknown and can differ substantially from 

itss asymptotic distribution. Note that F9 is asymptotically pivotal, i.e. its asymptotic 

distributionn does not depend on unknown parameters. Regarding asymptotically pivotal 

testt statistics, there is considerable evidence in the literature that the error in rejection 

probability,, i.e. the difference between actual and nominal size, of bootstrap tests is of 

smallerr order than the size distortion of classical asymptotic tests. Here, we wil l sketch 

thee argument only briefly. For more details about bootstrapping pivotal test statistics see 

Berann (1988), Horowitz (1994) or Davidson and McKinnon (1999). 

Supposee one has a sample of size n from a data generation process characterised 

byy the vector of unknowns 9. Indicate the value for 9 under HQ by 9Q. Denote the 

finit ee sample cumulative distribution function (cdf) of a particular test statistic rn by 

KKnn(r;9)(r;9)  and define cn(a) as the (1 - a)-quantile of Kn(T;90). Furthermore, denote the 

asymptoticc null distribution and critical value as K(T) and c(a) respectively where a is 

thee nominal significance level. The statistic rn is assumed to be asymptotically pivotal, 

i.e.. its asymptotic distribution K(T) does not depend on 6. An asymptotic test procedure 

basedd on r n with nominal significance level a rejects HQ when the observed value is larger 

thann the (1 — a)-quantile of the asymptotic distribution of rn . More in particular, we have 

rejectreject HQ if rn > c(a), (5.27) 

orr the asymptotic test rejects if K{rn) > 1 — a. 

Denotee the bootstrap test statistic by r „ ' and its cdf by Kn (T; 9) where the estimate 

99 replaces 6. A bootstrap test procedure based on rn with nominal significance level a 

rejectss H0 when the observed value is larger than the (1 — a)-quantile of the bootstrap 

distributionn of rh. , denoted by c^ (a), 

rejectreject HQ if rn > c(fc)(a). (5.28) 

Inn other words, the bootstrap test rejects if Kn(rn; 9) > 1 — a. Note that this approach 

adjustss critical values. 

Wee now turn to a discussion of the relative size distortions of the asymptotic and 

bootstrapp tests in (5.27) and (5.28). Suppose that the following asymptotic expansion is 
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validd for the cdf of the statistic rn 

KKnn{T;{T;  9) = K{T) + n~ih(z, 9) + O^rT^), (5.29) 

wheree j > 1 and h(z, 9) is Op{\). Equation (5.29) implies that the error in approximating 

thee unknown finite sample distribution of r„  with its first-order asymptotic approximation 

K(T)K(T) is of order n~2. For testing hypotheses with a x2 statistic often j = 2, so we write 

inn this case Kn(r;  9) = K{T) + Op{n~l). Hence, for the actual rejection probability of the 

classicall  asymptotic test in (5.27) we may write the following 

Pr[K{rPr[K{r nn)) > 1 - a] = a + 0{n-1), (5.30) 

wheree Pr\\ is with respect to the model under HQ. As can be seen from (5.30) the error 

inn rejection probability of the classical asymptotic \2 test is of order 0(n_ 1) . In contrast, 

itt can be shown (Beran, 1988) that the actual rejection probability of the bootstrap test 

is s 

P r [ t f W ( r n , ë ) > l - a]]  = o + 0(n"§). (5.31) 

Thiss result implies areduction of the error in rejection probability from 0{n~l) to 0{n~ï). 

Regardingg the generalised F statistic in (5.20), we will examine in the next section by 

simulationn to what extent these theoretical results hold for the asymptotic tests (5.24) 

andd (5.25) and their bootstrap counterpart (5.26). 

5.55 Simulation results 

Thee simulation design used in this section is basically the same as in Chapter 2, but 

extendedd for general cross-sectional heteroscedasticity patterns. The following specific 

regressionn model will be analysed 

VitVit = Ct'iZit + £it 

==  Vi + T/iVit-i + fax* + eit, (5.32) 

soo K = 3 with at = fa, 7^ &) ' and zit = (1, yi,t-u xü)'. The following null hypothesis will 
bee considered 

HQHQ : 7i = 72 = - = IN and (3l = 02 = ... = j3N. (5.33) 

Thee resulting model under the null hypothesis is the first order dynamic panel data model 

withh individual specific effects, which has been the workhorse model in Chapters 2 and 
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3.. To analyse the actual size of the different test statistics, artificial data for y have been 

generatedd according to equation (5.32) under (5.33). For simplicity the covariance matrix 

££ is always diagonal in the experiments, so all cross-correlations are zero. In case of a 

scalarr covariance matrix the variance of eit is set at one for all cross-sectional units. In 

casee of cross-sectional heteroscedasticity the diagonal elements of £ are drawn randomly 

fromm the interval [0.5; 1.5], so a mild form of heteroscedasticity is allowed for. 

Thee generating equation for the explanatory variable x is 

xxüü = pxi l̂+£ü, (5.34) 

wheree £,lt ~ 11N{Q,<J\X]. Note that due to the possible cross-sectional heteroscedasticity 

inn the variance of the general disturbance term eit, the value for u\x may differ across 

individualss in order to control the signal-to-noise ratio n\x across cross-sectional units. In 

thee experiments we will keep the signal fixed across individuals, i.e. a2
t = a2

s. Appendix 

5.. A describes in more detail the determination of a2
t. 

Inn Appendix 5.A we discuss also the modifications of the design required when the 

univariatee processes for y and x are non-stationary, which is an important feature often 

encounteredd in real data. In this case p is equal to one and the signal-to-noise ratio a\xt 

iss now varying also with t. Hence, we have chosen to fix the signal in these experiments 

bothh across individuals, i.e. o2
sit = cr2

st, and at the mean value of a2
st over the sample 

period.. The parameters cr|  have been determined as in the experiments with a stationary 

regressorr x. 

InIn all experiments the number of replications has been set at one thousand. The 

actuall  size has been calculated as the fraction of the total number of replications for 

whichh the calculated test statistic exceeds the 95% critical value of the corresponding 

limitingg or bootstrap distribution. The number of bootstrap replications is B = 99. In 

thee experiments we vary the dimensions T and N and the autoregressive parameters 7 

andd p. The values for T and N are T = {20,50}  and N = {2,5,10,20}. The value of 

77 is set at either 0.2 or 0.8 and p is 0.8 or 1, so we analyse 32 different cases in total. 

Thee long-run effect 0/(1 - 7) of x on y has been set equal to one in all experiments. The 

signall  a2 is 2, which corresponds with an expected R2 equal to 3. 

Inn Section 5.3 the robustness of the standard F test has been analysed in models with 

non-sphericall  disturbances. Here, we analyse the finite sample distortions of the standard 

FF test in case of dynamics and a scalar covariance matrix. We focus on the performance 

off  the asymptotic tests (5.10) and (5.11). The simulation results for the sixteen cases 

concerningg stationary y and x, i.e. p = 0.8, are in the fourth and fifth columns of Table 

5.4.. For low values of 7, i.e. 7 = 0.2, both tests have actual size close to the nominal 
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Tablee 5.4: Actual size of nominal 5% asymptotic tests in case of dynamics 

TT N F JF F JF 

pp = 0.& p = l.0 

2 2 

5 5 

10 0 

20 0 

2 2 

5 5 
10 0 

20 0 
2 2 

5 5 

10 0 

20 0 

2 2 

5 5 

10 0 

20 0 

5 5 

5 5 

5 5 

5 5 
4 4 

7 7 

5 5 

5 5 

8 8 

11 1 

19 9 

26 6 

8 8 
11 1 

12 2 

15 5 

6 6 

7 7 

7 7 

7 7 

5 5 

7 7 

6 6 

5 5 

10 0 

14 4 
22 2 

29 9 

9 9 

12 2 

13 3 

17 7 

4 4 

6 6 

6 6 

5 5 
5 5 

4 4 

6 6 

5 5 

8 8 
14 4 

18 8 

36 6 
11 1 

12 2 

18 8 
23 3 

6 6 

7 7 

7 7 

7 7 
6 6 

4 4 

6 6 

5 5 

9 9 

16 6 

21 1 

40 0 
11 1 

13 3 

20 0 
24 4 

Inn the experiments we have set a  ̂ — 1 and <r 2
s — 2 

size,, which has been set at 5%. However, for 7 = 0.8 this correspondence deteriorates 

rapidlyy as N increases. As can be seen from the last two columns of Table 5.4 similar 

patternss arise for the non-stationary case p = 1, but now the size distortions are even 

worsee for 7 = 0.8 and N large. In general, in dynamic models the asymptotic tests (5.10) 

andd (5.11) reject the null hypothesis too often. Together with the results from the bounds 

analysiss in Section 5.3 it is clear that the anomalies of the standard F test in more general 

regressionn models are severe. Hence, such test outcomes should be treated with care. 

Next,, we will analyse by simulation the finite sample properties of both the generalised 

FF tests of (5.24) and (5.25) and their bootstrap variant (5.26). The simulation design 

containss both dynamics and non-spherical disturbances, i.e. we allow for cross-sectional 

heteroscedasticityy as described above. The fourth and fifth columns of Table 5.5 contain 

thee simulation results on the actual size of the asymptotic tests in (5.24) and (5.25). As 

cann be seen from these results, even for large T and relatively small N these asymptotic 

testss have substantial distortions, i.e. actual size is considerably larger than nominal size. 

Furthermore,, the performance of the asymptotic tests deteriorates rapidly as N increases. 

0.22 20 

50 0 

0.88 20 
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Tablee 5.5: Actual size of nominal 5% generalised F tests 

N N 

2 2 

5 5 

10 0 

20 0 
2 2 

5 5 

10 0 

20 0 

2 2 

5 5 

10 0 

20 0 

2 2 

5 5 

10 0 
20 0 

pp3 3 

6 6 

8 8 
14 4 

18 8 

7 7 

7 7 

7 7 

8 8 

10 0 

16 6 

28 8 

45 5 

9 9 

12 2 

15 5 

21 1 

JF9 JF9 

pp = 0.8 

9 9 

10 0 

16 6 

20 0 

7 7 

7 7 

8 8 

9 9 

13 3 

19 9 

32 2 

50 0 

9 9 

13 3 

17 7 
22 2 

pg,{b) pg,{b) 

7 7 

5 5 

7 7 

6 6 

7 7 

5 5 

5 5 

6 6 

7 7 

7 7 

9 9 

10 0 
6 6 

7 7 

6 6 

7 7 

F<7 7 

5 5 

7 7 

11 1 

14 4 

6 6 

7 7 

6 6 

8 8 
8 8 

17 7 

40 0 

55 5 

11 1 

15 5 

20 0 

30 0 

JF9 JF9 

p=p= 1.0 

6 6 

10 0 

13 3 

17 7 

6 6 

8 8 

6 6 

9 9 

10 0 

21 1 

43 3 

59 9 
12 2 

17 7 

21 1 

32 2 

Inn the experiments we have set o\, ~ £7(0.5; 1.5) and as — 2 

Therefore,, these tests should not be used to test the poolability hypothesis. 

Thee sixth column of Table 5.5 presents the results on the bootstrap test procedure. 

Notee that the bootstrap counterparts of (5.24) and (5.25) are equivalent. The simulation 

resultss are encouraging reflecting the theoretical results on bootstrapping asymptotically 

pivotall  test statistics, which have been outlined in the previous section. The simulated 

criticall  values approach, i.e. the bootstrap test (5.26), seems to have less size distortions 

thann classical asymptotic procedures. Note that for larger N also the bootstrap procedure 

seemss to perform somewhat less accurately. However, when T is large relative to N, actual 

sizee is again close to the nominal level. The simulation results for the case p = 1, which are 

inn the last three columns of Table 5.5, reassert the superior performance of the bootstrap 

testt over the asymptotic tests. 

5 5 

5 5 

5 5 

6 6 

5 5 

7 7 

5 5 

5 5 

5 5 

7 7 

9 9 

8 8 

7 7 

5 5 

6 6 

7 7 
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5.66 Money demand in the European Union 

InIn this section the performance of the various test procedures will be examined in an 

empiricall  application. We will revisit the estimation of EU wide money demand functions 

ass pursued in Section 4.7. Various authors have estimated a money demand function based 

onn aggregated time series for the whole EU area (Kremers and Lane, 1990; Monticelli and 

Papi,, 1996; Fase and Winder, 1998). However, considering the EU countries as a cross-

sectionn one can possibly use panel data techniques. In Section 4.7 this possibility has been 

exploredd and we found plausible estimates of long-run income and interest rate effects. 

Ann important prerequisite for using either aggregate time series or panel data tech-

niquess is parameter constancy through time. As the cross-sectional dimension in a panel 

impliess extra data to estimate the same number of unknown parameters, with panel data 

techniquess it is possible to use fewer time observations as in the aggregate time series 

approach.. This may be convenient if the parameters of the money demand relationship 

havee not been constant over the last few decades. In addition to parameter constancy 

throughh time, both approaches also require to some extent parameter equivalence between 

countries.. In contrast to the aggregate time series approach, however, in a panel context 

thee hypothesis of equal slope vectors across countries can be tested explicitly using the 

testss discussed in the previous sections. 

Wee again use the data from Vlaar and Schuberth (1998), see for more details Section 

4.7.. To avoid obvious structural breaks through time only the years after the German 

reunificationn in 1990 will be considered, so the sample period has been set at 1991:1-

1996:IV.. For each of the definitions of money stock (Ml , M2 and M3) the following 

modell  has been estimated for each country i 

VitVit = a'iZit + £u, 

p p 

==  ^IpLVit-p + P'iXit + ni + Eit, (5.35) 

with h 

xxitit = {\.ngnpiu\n.9^Pi,t-\,rsxt,rsiti_l,rl iurl iit_uir iuir i l̂,sl^, s2,t,s3>t)', (5.36) 

andd where the dependent variable yit is the logarithm of real money stock, i.e. ln(Ml/P) i t , 

ln(M2/P)ln(M2/P)itit or \n(M3/P)it. The explanatory variables are current and one-period lagged 

valuess of real income (gnp), short- (rs) and long-term (rl)  interest rates and the inflation 

ratee (ir). To account for seasonal patterns a set of seasonal dummy variables (sx, s2 and 

s3)) has been included. Furthermore, lagged values of the dependent variable have been 
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incorporatedd to model autoregressive dynamic adjustments. Separate regressions for the 

individuall  countries2 suggest to include one lagged value for the M l specification and to 

usee two lagged values for the M2 and M3 specifications. Hence, the dimension of the 

parameterr vector a, in (5.35) is K = 13 for the Ml specification and K = 14 for M2 

andd M3. For M l one period is lost in constructing the lagged value of the dependent 

variable,, so for this specification the first estimation period is 1991:11 and T = 23. The 

estimationn period for M2 and M3 is 1991:III-1996:IV because one extra period is lost in 

constructingg the two-period lagged value of the dependent variable and T — 22. 

Regardingg M l the estimation results of specification (5.35) for the period 1991:1-

1996:IVV are presented in Table 5.6. Table 5.7 gives some diagnostics of the estimated 

equations,, viz. the LMF statistics for both first and fourth order residual autocorrelation 

(LMF11 and LMF4) and the Jarque-Bera normality statistic. Except for the LMF1 statistic 

forr Spain and the LMF4 statistics for Spain and Italy, all the other test statistics are 

insignificantt indicating that the estimated specification for M l seems general enough for 

mostt of the individual equations. However, the fit of the individual equations differs a lot 

ass can be seen from the R2 and residual standard error (SE). Also the coefficient estimates 

aree often poorly determined, possibly due to multicollinearity and the limited number of 

degreess of freedom for each individual equation. 

Testingg the poolability hypothesis we consider both separate tests for each particular 

slopee parameter and a joint test on all slope parameters allowing for different intercept 

termss and seasonal patterns. Regarding the disturbance covariance matrix we assume 

twoo different structures, i.e. diagonal and full matrices. In the former only cross-sectional 

heteroscedasticityy is allowed for, while in the latter also interdependencies between dis-

turbancee terms of individual countries have been modelled. As we assume a non-spherical 

disturbancee covariance structure3, we will consider the generalised F tests (5.24) and 

(5.25)) and their bootstrap counterpart (5.26) only In Table 5.8 the test outcomes of 

thesee tests are given for two difftrent sets of countries, viz. all 13 countries and 4 core 

countriess (Germany, France, The Netherlands and Belgium). Each entry shows two num-

bers,, which are p-values using asymptotic and bootstrap critical values respectively. To 

savee space we do not show the test results for M2 and M3, but these give a similar picture 

ass for M l . 

Thee second and third columns in Table 5.8 give the test results for the full set of 

countriess (TV = 13). As is clear from the results, using conventional asymptotics leads to 

rejectionn of the null hypothesis in many cases. Especially for the case of a full covariance 

2Too save space country specific regression results are reported only for M l in Table 5.6. 
33 The test outcomes in Section 4.7 strongly suggest a non-scalar disturbance covariance matrix. 
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Tablee 5.6: Individual OLS regressions of model (5.35) for M l 

ln(Ml/P) i , t~ii  \ngnpu l ngnp^ -i rsit rsijt-i rl it rl i<t~i ir it tr,[ t_i 

0.44 4 

(0.29) ) 

0.79 9 

(0.29) ) 

0.39 9 

(0.42) ) 

1.04 4 

(0.17) ) 

0.66 6 

(0.17) ) 

0.56 6 

(0.31) ) 

0.58 8 

(0.26) ) 

0.51 1 

(0.24) ) 

0.63 3 

(0.25) ) 

0.62 2 

(0.13) ) 

0.35 5 

(0.42) ) 

1.09 9 

(0.20) ) 

0.12 2 

(0.24) ) 

0.37 7 

(0.37) ) 

0.41 1 

(0.45) ) 

0.59 9 

(0.93) ) 

-0.09 9 

(0.18) ) 

1.11 1 

(0.66) ) 

0.61 1 

(1.11) ) 

0.01 1 

(0.21) ) 

-0.60 0 

(0.20) ) 

-0.24 4 

(0.50) ) 

-0.95 5 

(0.36) ) 

-0.64 4 

(0.34) ) 

-0.06 6 

(0.21) ) 

0.73 3 

(0.31) ) 

0.20 0 

(0.55) ) 

-0.74 4 

(0.36) ) 

-0.09 9 

(0.59) ) 

0.03 3 

(0.15) ) 

-0.39 9 

(0.56) ) 

0.38 8 

(0.89) ) 

0.39 9 

(0.21) ) 

-0.04 4 

(0.26) ) 

1.15 5 

(0.49) ) 

0.76 6 

(0.28) ) 

0.63 3 

(0.38) ) 

-0.05 5 

(0.22) ) 

-0.74 4 

(0.27) ) 

-0.26 6 

(1.41) ) 

-0.63 3 

(0.32) ) 

-0.87 7 

(3.24) ) 

-0.62 2 

(0.58) ) 

-0.23 3 

(0.64) ) 

0.61 1 

(1.09) ) 

-0.69 9 

(0.39) ) 

0.28 8 

(0.57) ) 

1.79 9 

(1.81) ) 

-3.81 1 

(1.32) ) 

-0.85 5 

(0.44) ) 

-2.20 0 

(1.08) ) 

0.47 7 

(0.33) ) 

1.50 0 

(0.96) ) 

0.16 6 

(0.37) ) 

-0.44 4 

(3.11) ) 

0.62 2 

(0.57) ) 

0.46 6 

(0.58) ) 

-0.56 6 

(0.99) ) 

-0.35 5 

(0.35) ) 

-0.72 2 

(0.48) ) 

-1.55 5 

(2.17) ) 

2.26 6 

(1.26) ) 

0.26 6 

(0.40) ) 

1.07 7 

(1.03) ) 

-0.39 9 

(0.40) ) 

0.21 1 

(1.67) ) 

-2.43 3 

(1.43) ) 

-0.11 1 

(2.31) ) 

-2.18 8 

(1.06) ) 

-1.08 8 

(0.97) ) 

-0.60 0 

(1.99) ) 

-3.33 3 

(1.81) ) 

-0.59 9 

(0.52) ) 

-4.59 9 

(1.91) ) 

3.00 0 

(1.39) ) 

-0.51 1 

(0.66) ) 

-0.21 1 

(0.90) ) 

0.15 5 

(0.44) ) 

-1.84 4 

(1.97) ) 

1.15 5 

(1.28) ) 

-0.93 3 

(2.51) ) 

0.86 6 

(0.97) ) 

-0.32 2 

(0.95) ) 

-0.42 2 

(2.66) ) 

1.77 7 

(1.47) ) 

0.65 5 

(0.68) ) 

1.68 8 

(1.66) ) 

-1.22 2 

(0.96) ) 

-0.11 1 

(0.71) ) 

0.47 7 

(0.76) ) 

-0.53 3 

(0.48) ) 

-1.48 8 

(1.34) ) 

0.46 6 

(0.49) ) 

-0.70 0 

(1.40) ) 

-0.64 4 

(0.52) ) 

-0.22 2 

(0.61) ) 

1.73 3 

(2.78) ) 

-0.27 7 

(0.75) ) 

-1.48 8 

(0.84) ) 

-0.04 4 

(1.11) ) 

-0.68 8 

(0.28) ) 

-0.56 6 

(0.13) ) 

-0.33 3 

(0.51) ) 

-0.18 8 

(0.25) ) 

-0.22 2 

(0.94) ) 

0.06 6 

(0.40) ) 

0.54 4 

(1.46) ) 

0.45 5 

(0.35) ) 

-0.54 4 

(0.64) ) 

0.69 9 

(2.64) ) 

-0.98 8 

(0.94) ) 

0.60 0 

(1.07) ) 

2.70 0 

(1.49) ) 

-0.91 1 

(0.36) ) 

0.24 4 

(0.22) ) 

1.44 4 

(0.58) ) 

0.07 7 

(0.19) ) 

BE E 

DK K 

GE E 

UK K 

FIN N 

FR R 

IE E 

IT T 

NL L 

AT T 

PT T 

SP P 

SWE E 

Figuress in parentheses are standard errors. Estimation period is 1991:II-1996:IV 

file:///ngnpu
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Tablee 5.7: Diagnostics of model (5.35) for M l 

LMF11 LMF4 ^B R2 SË~ 

BE E 

DK K 

GE E 

UK K 

FIN N 

FR R 

IE E 

IT T 

NL L 

AT T 

PT T 

SP P 

SWE E 

0.333 (0.58) 

0.199 (0.67) 

0.133 (0.73) 

1.488 (0.26) 

2.633 (0.14) 

1.855 (0.21) 

0.977 (0.35) 

0.399 (0.55) 

0.977 (0.35) 

3.677 (0.09) 

0.044 (0.85) 

22.055 (0.00) 

1.988 (0.19) 

0.300 (0.87) 

1.911 (0.23) 

2.255 (0.18) 

0.511 (0.73) 

0.555 (0.71) 

1.133 (0.42) 

1.622 (0.28) 

5.866 (0.03) 

0.499 (0.74) 

1.32(0.36) ) 

0.099 (0.98) 

6.322 (0.02) 

2.933 (0.12) 

0.20(0.91) ) 

0.600 (0.74) 

0.211 (0.90) 

0.644 (0.73) 

0.577 (0.75) 

0.533 (0.77) 

1.799 (0.41) 

0.111 (0.95) 

0.344 (0.84) 

0.088 (0.96) 

1.799 (0.41) 

0.599 (0.74) 

1.166 (0.56) 

0.87 7 

0.83 3 

0.94 4 

0.95 5 

0.98 8 

0.20 0 

0.99 9 

0.85 5 

0.97 7 

0.99 9 

0.92 2 

0.83 3 

0.92 2 

0.019 9 

0.016 6 

0.022 2 

0.012 2 

0.018 8 

0.034 4 

0.022 2 

0.017 7 

0.017 7 

0.008 8 

0.026 6 

0.013 3 

0.011 1 

Figuress in parentheses are p-valu<;s 

matrix,, classical asymptotic tests reject almost always. On the other hand, in most cases 

thee bootstrap p-values do not indicate rejection of the null hypothesis at conventional 

significancee levels. Moreover, there are a considerable number of cases with conflicting 

testt outcomes: the asymptotic tests reject, while the bootstrap test does not. 

Consideringg only Germany, France, The Netherlands and Belgium, which are often 

seenn as the core EU countries, gives the test results in the last two columns of Table 

5.8.. Testing the various poolability hypotheses in this subset of TV = 4 countries leads 

too a different picture. Like the bootstrap procedure, inference based on the classical 

asymptoticc procedures is now more often in favour of the null hypothesis. As a result of 

this,, conflicting test outcomes appear less frequently. 

Thee simulation study may shed some light on the pattern of the test results in Table 

5.8.. The simulation results in Table 5.5 showed that for small N relative to T the clas-

sicall  asymptotic tests have small to moderate size distortions, while for increasing N the 

performancee deteriorates rapidly. As far as size is concerned the bootstrap test performs 

welll  in most experiments. Based on these results, we conclude that the asymptotic tests 

inn Table 5.8 reject too often or, in other words, p-values are too low. However, test results 

forr the core countries are more reliable than for the full sample of countries. In many cases 

thee bootstrap test has rather high p-values indicating that aggregating or pooling the data 

seemss acceptable. Hence, in this particular empirical example the applied researcher may 
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Tablee 5.8: Test outcomes of the poolability hypotheses for M l 

\n(Ml/P)i,t-i \n(Ml/P)i,t-i 

kignpit kignpit 

lnpnp^t-i i 

rsrsit it 

rsrsijtijt -i -i 
rlrl it it 

rh,t-\ rh,t-\ 

irir it it 

iri,t-i iri,t-i 

all all 

133 countries 

diagonal l 

0.18/0.42 2 

0.01/0.05 5 

0.00/0.07 7 

0.04/0.14 4 

0.30/0.42 2 

0.07/0.28 8 

0.67/0.91 1 

0.69/0.79 9 

0.07/0.18 8 

0.00/0.18 8 

full l 

0.00/0.64 4 

0.00/0.08 8 

0.00/0.03 3 

0.00/0.09 9 

0.00/0.36 6 

0.00/0.45 5 

0.25/0.97 7 

0.22/0.94 4 

0.00/0.05 5 

0.00/0.25 5 

44 core 

diagonal l 

0.94/0.94 4 

0.74/0.70 0 

0.39/0.32 2 

0.80/0.82 2 

0.39/0.49 9 

0.26/0.41 1 

0.57/0.65 5 

0.72/0.74 4 

0.44/0.44 4 

0.47/0.80 0 

countries s 

full l 

0.38/0.49 9 

0.21/0.33 3 

0.14/0.25 5 

0.22/0.41 1 

0.02/0.13 3 

0.08/0.29 9 

0.31/0.59 9 

0.87/0.93 3 

0.10/0.17 7 

0.02/0.26 6 

Firstt and second numbers are asymptotic and bootstrap p-values respectively 

Estimationn period is 1991:II-1996:IV 

proceedd using pooled estimation techniques as has been pursued, for example, in Chapter 

4. . 

5.77 Concluding remarks 

InIn this chapter the actual size of various procedures for testing cross-equation restrictions 

inn a system of linear regression equations has been examined. We have considered both 

standardd and generalised F statistics. The former is similar to the ordinary F statistic 

forr single equation models with spherical disturbances, while the latter deals with more 

generall  covariance structures. 

First,, the robustness of the standard F test in case of non-spherical disturbances 

hass been analysed. By bounds analysis we examined the impact of both cross-sectional 

heteroscedasticityy and contemporaneous cross-correlations on the performance of the stan-

dardd F test. Among other things, these bounds depend on the dimensions of the data set, 

thee number of regressors and the disturbance covariance matrix. Lower and upper bounds 

forr the actual size of the standard F test have been calculated for a variety of specifica-

tions.. These attainable bounds are rather dispersed indicating the severe vulnerability of 

thee standard F test to this type of nuisance parameters. 
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Second,, the effect of dynamics, i.e. including lagged dependent variable regressors in 

thee model, on the performance of the standard F test has been examined by simulation. 

Thee asymptotic test procedures use critical values of either x2 or T distributions, which are 

shownn to be very poor approximations to the finite sample distributions. The simulation 

resultss show that the performance of the asymptotic tests deteriorates rapidly when N 

iss becoming large, i.e. classical procedures reject the null hypothesis too often. The 

magnitudee of the size distortions depends on the strength of the dynamics, i.e. the value 

off  the coefficient of the lagged dependent variable regressor. 

Third,, the finite sample performance of the generalised F test has been analysed by 

Montee Carlo experiments. Contrary to the standard F statistic, the generalised F statis-

ticc has a known limiting null distribution in case of non-spherical disturbances. The 

simulationn results show that the performance of asymptotic tests based on this statistic 

againn deteriorates rapidly when JV is becoming large, i.e. classical asymptotic procedures 

aree oversized. As an alternative bootstrap procedures have been examined. The finite 

samplee distribution of the generalised F statistic has been simulated under the null hy-

pothesiss and bootstrap critical values have been calculated. As the simulation results 

show,, confronting the original test statistics with bootstrap critical values leads to more 

accuratee inference in finite samples. The bootstrap tests have an actual size close to 

nominall  significance levels, at least for N relatively small compared to T. 

Inn an empirical example on money demand in the European Union we have shown that 

thee alternative procedures can lead to conflicting test outcomes. Using quarterly data, 

dynamicc specifications for real Ml , M2 and M3 have been estimated for each country with 

income,, short- and long-term interest rates and inflation rate as explanatory variables. 

Poolabilityy hypotheses concerning one or more slope parameters have been tested for the 

periodd 1991-1996 and two sets of countries, i.e. all 13 countries and 4 core countries 

(Germany,, Prance, The Netherlands and Belgium). While classical asymptotic tests often 

rejectt the null hypothesis, bootstrap alternatives do not. Given the superior finite sample 

performancee of bootstrap tests over classical procedures these empirical results indicate 

thatt for the core EU countries aggregating or pooling seems acceptable in the period after 

thee German reunification. For the full sample of EU countries less overwhelming evidence 

hass been found, but again aggregating or pooling seems to some extent acceptable. Hence, 

wee conclude that the misspecification as a result of the assumption of equal slope vectors 

acrosss countries is relatively weak, which validates the panel data analysis performed in 

Chapterr 4. 

Fromm the results in this chapter we conclude that the inference reported by the various 

studiess mentioned in Table 5.1 is at least doubtful. While it could well be that for these 
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dataa poolability has to be rejected, test outcomes using approximate T or \2 critical 

valuess should not be employed. The results in this chapter show that in many situations 

classicall  asymptotic tests using these critical values are heavily biased towards rejection 

andd that bootstrap tests are more accurate as far as size is concerned. Moreover, the 

empiricall  example on EU money demand shows that these rejections can be the result of 

lackk of robustness or poor small sample performance of classical asymptotic tests. 
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5.AA Details on the simulation design 

Thee data have been generated under the null hypothesis, i.e. the generating equation for 

VuVu is 

yyitit = 7S/i,t-i + fait + Vr + £«, (5.A.1) ) 

forr individuals i — 1,..., N and time periods t = 1, ...,T. The exogenous variable xit has 

beenn generated according to 

xxitit = pxi<t_x +£it. (5.A.2) ) 

Modell  (5.A.1) is the first-order dynamic panel data model. The simulation design used 

heree is basically the same as in Chapter 2, but extended for cross-sectional heteroscedas-

ticityy in eit. The only difference with the design in Chapter 2 (see Appendix 2.B) is the 

determinationn of the nuisance parameter cr^, which may differ across individuals in order 

too control the signal-to-noise ratio a2
si across cross-sectional units. The signal-to-noise 

ratioo is in the stationary case (see also (2.B.5)) 

a"Z,i a"Z,i „2.„2.  Q2 <;,» ^ T T ^ C w -1 ) - ^ ) ' ' + + r r 1 - 72 ' ' 

Whenn values for 7, /3 and p have been chosen, tr? t is determined through 

2 2 
22 < i 

'C, i i 11 + 7p 

wheree the signal a2
sx has been fixed across cross-sectional units, i.e. u2

si = 

standardd deviation a  ̂ of the individual specific effect has been determined by 

<r<r vv,i,i = M0"e.i(l - 7 ) . 

(5.A.3) ) 

(5.A.4) ) 

II  The 

(5.A.5) ) 

InIn this chapter each individual specific effect r\x is set at zero without loss of generality. 

Itt turns out that as the null hypothesis does not involve the constant term, which is the 

casee here, the test statistics employed are invariant to the choice for ani. 

Whenn the exogenous variable x is non-stationary the signal is not constant through 

time,, but increasing. We find (see also (2.B.15)) 

if if 
s,it s,it *(11 + 277 . 27(1-7*)' 

+ + r r 1 - 72 2 (5.A.6) ) 
l - 7 2 < ,, V ' 1 - 77 ( 1 - 7 )2 

forr t = 1, ...,T. To control the signal both across individuals and over time we again 

equalisee the signal across cross-sectional units, i.e. a2
sxt = a2

st, and fix the mean value of 

aa22
tt.. In this way it was tried to make the outcomes for p = 1 more or less comparable 

withh the results for the stationary case. 


